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Overview

• Mission
• Creative Partnering
• Reorganization
• Organization Structure
• Initiatives
Mission

Conduct military operations and promote security cooperation to achieve U.S. strategic objectives

Strategy 2016 Goals
- Hemisphere:
  - Ensure security
  - Enhance stability
  - Enable prosperity
- Southern Command
  - Transform the enterprise
The rest of the iceberg...

- 99K patients treated
- 1K surgeries performed
- 32K patients immunized
- 133K pharmaceuticals dispensed
- 29K students trained
Reorganization
Where does the COCOM Focus?

Kluges Component Work and Sub-regional Efforts Together

Nests Policies and Programs with DOD while gaining needed authorities to improve effectiveness

Measures effectiveness of Logistical Efforts and makes systemic improvements to the Regional Infrastructure

Coordinates with subordinates, partners, and higher level staffs to ensure a synchronized, multiagency, multinational, and multi-sector response

“In this hemisphere, we are in the business of ideas, not missiles. Our main battery, so to speak, is communication.” -- Admiral Jim Stavridis
Support to Smart Power Initiatives
Beyond the Horizon FY08

- **Stage 1 Plan & Design** (4 Countries)
- **Stage 2 Construction** (3 Countries)
  - 19 Total Projects (10 New, 9 Refurbish)
- **Stage 3 Sustain** (3 Countries)
- **Country Medical Exercises** (9) (3 Army)
- **Regional Medical Exercises** (7)

- **Trade Winds Support** (1)
- **State Partnership Support** (1)

**Tentative**
- Unit Exchanges (12)
- Expert Exchanges (8)

### Stage Plan

**Stage 1:** 1-2 Years duration with focus on Planning/HA Preparation

**Stage 2:** 1 Year duration with focus on HA projects/Exchanges

**Stage 3:** 1 – 2 Years duration with focus on Follow-Up HA Projects/Exchanges